⁂ LOST & FOUND
Faith Wilson

6 teen boys go past
the gallery
skux activewear
lmao ~~ skux doesn’t sound cool
when i say it
too old
only word
describing that fine
/intersection
between
/trying
/too much
/not trying at all
player
/hater
zomg! it’s just lil’ ol’ me again
pop culture slang
so yesterday
& teen boy ~~ swaqq
sweat it out
Just Do It.

LOVE
on a white t-shirt
//lil’ black dress//
monochrome
i mean i never wear monochrome
bland af
mb that’s normal
blandness
when you’re an old girl like me
TWENTY
SEVEN
DRESS SAFELY
don’t wanna be that mom
spilling out of suprè jeans
MUFFIN TOP
to her kids rugby games
looking like a thot
#thottymommygoals
but i gedddit
& (respect) the desire to preserve
what ya got left
Western Beauty Standards
obvi
like you never actually read
expiry dates til something’s off
& then you’re like
gross
refund please
can’t get a refund
on your body
but you can try to make it
look
/feel
/taste better
than rotten milk
off white.

Faith Wilson is an artist and writer who lives and works in Te Whanganui-a-Tara, but her home is Hamilton.
Her practice centres on the experience of the self, and the construction of her Samoan and Palagi identity.

i lost my phone
at the hood
i lost my _____
in the hood
i lost ______
in _______
stop at mcd’s
on the way to school
(on the way home from town)
for a 50c icecream
(two big macs // filet-o-fish lol)
cos that’s how we roll
/asl/
/27
/yes plz
/hamilton
the hood
havin’ a good ol’ boogie
all these ballers
~~so fresh so clean~~
skux teens all glowed up
looking at me
looking at me like
like i shouldn’t be there
like
i’m lost.
i know hamilton
back of my hand
like the lyrics to Ignition
(Remix)
i drove shotgun
down these streets stoned
same streets have seen
my fashion game
jay jays
now i SLAY SLAYS
tragic
awkward wannabe indie
tomboy in a USA hoodie
i lost my shoes
in ham east
i’ve gone somewhere else to find ‘em
city slickerrrrr.

another hamilton joke
lmao you’re so funny
i’m like
bruuuuh
diss hamilton & i’ll diss
yo momma lol
you grow up you get out
& try be cool
in a pretentious city
but i’m just
old now
i’m just
old
so let’s ~~re re rewind~~
lost my phone
at the hood
never get it back
everyone say it together now cos
IT’S THE HOOD!
~~notorious~~
one outs g!
some THUG gonna take ur
shitty ass 4S
but u can go back to Wellington
say u lost ur phone at
THE HOOD
think ur the realest
even tho u got a call
the next day some THUG
handed it in
called mum <3
~thug by nature~
beautiful soul
why does it feel like
every time i go home
that i’ve lost something?

This response to ‘Beauty is in the Street’ was commissioned by Ramp Gallery as part of an ongoing series of
essays from young writers to explore and expand on Ramp’s exhibition programme, providing a further space
for critical dialogue and creative responses.

